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Mathematical models and molecular epidemiologic
investigation support the argument that exogenous reinfection plays an important role in tuberculosis transmission in
high-incidence regions. We offer additional data from tuberculosis cases among recent US immigrants which strengthen the claim that reinfection in areas of intense
transmission is common.

s the incidence of tuberculosis (TB) in countries with
the lowest rates of disease continues to decline, disease in these areas is increasingly borne by immigrants.
Recently, researchers have examined patterns of incident
disease among persons emigrating from high-incidence
(generally >50 cases/100,000 persons/year) to low-incidence regions (generally ≈10 cases/100,000 persons/year)
(1–5). While recent immigrants to these countries are at
high risk for disease (6), more recent studies also find that
elevated TB rates among immigrants to these countries persist for many years after relocation. Most researchers have
assumed that TB cases among immigrants from high-incidence areas represent the reactivation of latent infections.
Studies of TB have been conducted to estimate the risk
for disease among immigrants, to assess the risk for infection to the native-born population attributable to these
immigrants, or to critique existing screening programs. We
took an alternate approach and used these data to gain
insight into the transmission dynamics that drive the epidemics in the high-incidence areas from which these persons have emigrated. We used data from the US national
TB surveillance system to estimate age-specific incidence
rates of TB among immigrants by time since arrival in the
United States from each of 6 countries of origin: China,
Haiti, India, South Korea, Philippines, and Vietnam. We
explain that the patterns of incident disease are consistent
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with the current understanding of the natural history of TB
and offer additional support for the argument that infection
confers only partial immunity and reinfection plays a
major role in areas with high TB incidence.
The Study
TB cases from all 50 states and the District of Columbia
were recorded in the US national TB surveillance system
(NTBSS). Report forms collected standard information at
the time of diagnosis, including country of origin, age at
diagnosis, and years since arrival in the United States
(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, unpub. data).
US-born persons were defined as those either born in the
United States (or its jurisdictions) or those born in a foreign country who had at least 1 US parent. Those who did
not meet these criteria were considered foreign-born persons. Information on immigration status was not collected.
Our analyses included all cases reported from 1999 to
2001 among persons who had emigrated from China,
Haiti, India, South Korea, Philippines, or Vietnam within
10 years before their diagnosis in the United States. Case
reports that were missing information on country of origin
were not included in this analysis. While immigrants from
Mexico are also at high risk for infection and disease, we
excluded cases among this group because the large proportion of unauthorized immigrants precluded a reasonable
estimation of population denominators for this subgroup.
We used US immigration statistics to document the
number and ages of persons arriving from each of these
countries in the years 1989–2001 (Available from
http://uscis.gov/graphics/shared/aboutus/statistics/Immigs.
htm). To estimate the appropriate population denominators
from which these TB cases arose, we applied age-specific
mortality rates (categorized as <1–4 years, 5–14 years,
15–24 years, 25–44 years, 45–64 years, and >65 years) for
US immigrants and assumed that these populations were
depleted only by death (no emigration from the United
States). Confidence intervals for the country- and age-specific incidence rates were calculated by assuming that TB
case counts were Poisson distributed.
Conclusions
From 1999 to 2001, a total of 5,198 cases of TB were
recorded in NTBSS among persons who had emigrated
from the study countries within the preceding 10 years.
Figure 1 depicts the country-specific incidence rate of TB
by time since arrival in the United States. Incidence rates
among immigrants who have been in the country for <1
year at the time of their diagnosis are similar in relative
rank and magnitude to the estimated incidence rates in the
country of origin (Table 1) (7). TB incidence rates appear
to decrease sharply over the first 2 years in the United
States.
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Figure 1. Tuberculosis incidence by time since arrival among
recent US immigrants.

Figure 2 depicts the age-specific incidence rates by
time since arrival for US immigrants from each of 6 countries. When incidence rates during the first 2 years were
compared with those after 5–10 years in the United States,
significantly higher rates were found to occur immediately
after arrival in all age groups examined (Table 2). Because
incidence rates immediately after arrival will overestimate
the true incidence if prevalent cases are misclassified as
incident cases, we tested the sensitivity of these findings to
the incidence rates calculated for the first 2 years after
arrival. We found that this significant elevation in early (<l
year after immigration) versus late (years 5–10) incidence
persists in almost every age group for all countries even if
we assume that we overestimated incidence by a factor of
2 in the early years (Table 2).
Numerous studies have documented elevated rates of
TB among groups migrating from high-incidence areas to
low-incidence areas. Although some researchers have
reported an immediate drop in incidence (6), most have
found, as we did, that the highest rates of incident disease
occur nearest to the time of emigration and that a declining, although still elevated, risk persists for at least a
decade. One exception is a recent study from the
Netherlands, which reported persistent elevations of
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incidence for a decade after emigration (4); of note, this
study excluded all patients with cases occurring within 6
months of arrival on the basis that these early cases were
likely to be prevalent cases.
Peri-immigration stress, malnutrition, and early overdiagnosis have been suggested as potential explanations
for the fact that the highest TB incidence rates occur near
arrival. The elevated risk that persists for decades has been
attributed to the reactivation of latent infections (6), continued transmission among a relatively insular immigrant
population (8), and disease secondary to migration back
and forth from the country of origin (9). We believe that
the pattern of early decline and late stability in incidence
seen here and in most studies (and which may also have
been seen by Vos et al. had they not excluded the cases
occurring in the earliest interval) is consistent with the
well-described 2-component phenomenon of disease
occurrence after infection. The first phase (lasting ≈1–2
years) is dominated by the rapid progression of recent
infections acquired in the country of origin, and the second
phase (lasting perhaps decades) is defined by the relatively slow reactivation of latent infections acquired during a
person’s lifetime before emigration (10). The fact that the
oldest immigrants from each country continue to have high
incidence of disease 10 years after arrival likely reflects

Figure 2. Tuberculosis incidence by time since arrival among
recent US immigrants categorized by age group. Note that different scales are used for incidence.
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the increased lifetime risk for infection that they acquired
while living in the high-incidence region. These dynamics,
rather than stress, immune suppression, or malnutrition,
may explain the patterns of disease occurrence after
arrival.
The steep decline in incident disease among the oldest
cohorts within the first 2 years after arrival deserves special attention. While the current incidence of disease in the
countries of emigration is very high, the annual risk for
infection with TB over the past several decades has steadily declined. Thus, a large proportion of those in the oldest
age groups would have been infected with Mycobacterium
tuberculosis early in their lives. The observed decline in

incidence after arrival is strikingly similar to observed patterns of declining risk for disease by time since infection
(10) and provides compelling evidence that recent infection in the country of emigration is likely to be responsible
for much early incident disease in the oldest age groups.
The fact that most of these persons would have also been
infected early in their lives argues that exogenous reinfection plays a key role in TB dynamics in high-incidence
countries. This conclusion is consistent with other epidemiologic studies that report simultaneous decreases in
incident disease across all age groups as the force of infection declines (11); molecular studies that document reinfection in high- (12), moderate- (13), and low-incidence
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settings (14); and theoretical work that supports the role of
reinfection as necessary to explain historical trends of disease (15). Together, these studies argue against the notion
that previous infection imparts immunity to future infection and disease. The degree to which natural infection
protects a person from subsequent exposures remains an
important unanswered question.
Our data support the assertion that persons living in
areas with intense transmission are likely to be infected
multiple times throughout the course of their lives and, if
they progress to disease, are most likely to do so because
they were recently infected. Although the importance of
exogenous reinfection to TB epidemics has been debated,
our data reinforce arguments that reinfection likely plays a
major role in high-incidence areas. This finding has
numerous implications for designing and evaluating treatment programs in areas of high incidence. For example, in
areas of intense transmission, persons receiving treatment
who have intermittent or persistent smear-positive sputum
may not be treatment “failures” but rather patients with
multiple infections. Those who plan empiric treatment
strategies for patients with active disease should consider
the drug-resistance profiles of currently circulating strains
rather than those of strains observed in the past.
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